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Supplement 1. More information on porewater pressure and related oxygen dynamics
(a) Porewater pressure dynamics and pressure gradients induced by Neotrypaea californiensis in
sediments with different permeabilities
The magnitude of porewater pressurization and the shape of the pressure field depended on the
sediments’ permeability and the position and orientation of the active shrimp and its burrow with
respect to the pressure sensors (Fig. S1). In the low-permeability sediment (Tank M2, k < 10–13 m2, see
Tables 1 & 2 for details) porewater pressurization during irrigation was very high close to the active
shrimp (e.g. Channel 5: PMAX > 4 cm H2O) and decreased steeply with distance, reaching <1% of PMAX
on the opposite side of the tank. In the higher permeability sediments (Tanks M1, MS1, S2) substantial
porewater pressure fluctuations were detected on all sensors simultaneously, with >40% of PMAX
detected on sensors located on the opposite side of the sensors detecting PMAX. Pressure magnitudes
were large (frequently >1 cm H2O) in intermediate-permeability sediments and small (typically <0.5
cm H2O) in the high-permeability sediments. Occasionally, and depending on the orientation of the
shrimp with respect to the sensors, porewater pressures were characterized by opposite signatures (e.g.
Sensors 4 and 6 in Tank S2), indicating simultaneous porewater flow away and towards the burrow in
different parts of the shrimp tank.

Fig. S1. (A) Photographs of the shrimp tanks filled with sediments of different permeability (k), showing the positions of the
pressure sensors (ch0 to ch7) and the approximate position of the shrimp burrows (white lines). (B) Parallel records detected
by the 8 porewater pressure sensors. Pressures are scaled equally (see scale bar for 1 cm H2O pressure) and displayed with
an off-set to allow a direct visual comparison of the pressure magnitudes for the different locales and sediment
permeabilities. Due to sensor malfunction, porewater pressures at some locations were not available (n.a.). (C) Averages
and standard deviations of relative pressure magnitudes detected by sensors in the different locations of the shrimp tank.
Data were normalized relative to the pressure sensor that exhibited the largest pressure oscillations (displayed in red in B)
and averaging was done over 6 selected pressurization intervals
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(b) Vertical gradients of porewater pressure dynamics and the corresponding oxygen dynamics
as a function of shrimp activity in different parts of the burrow
A detailed analysis of the porewater pressure record, time-lapse images, and oxygen dynamics was
done for a single shrimp in the shrimp tank MS3 (see Fig. 1 and Tables 1 & 2 for details). Over the
selected 10 h interval the shrimp was irrigating during 33% of the time. Irrigation was performed in
bouts that lasted on average 2.0 ± 1.7 min and occurred with a frequency of 10 bouts h–1 in 5 different
locales (Fig. S2). Four of these locales (1, 3 to 5) were frequented by the shrimp rather evenly (18 to 27
times in 10 h), while 1 location (2) was only used 5 times. Four of the 5 locales (2 to 5) were deeper
than 15 cm. The average duration of an irrigation bout was shorter when the animal was irrigating at
the shallowest locale (0.9 ± 0.9 min; ±SD, n = 22) than in the deeper locales (2.4 ± 1.7 min, n = 75).
There was no fixed sequence in irrigation locales over the 100 irrigation events in the analyzed 10 h,
but the shrimp’s path was clearly not random. The most frequent multi-bout sequence was Locale 1–3–
5 followed by Locale 4, which occurred 5 times during the 10 h period. The most conservative 2-bout
sequence was Locale 5–4 (56%), i.e. 56% of all irrigation events at Locale 5 were followed by
irrigation at Locale 4. However, of the 25 possible 2-bout sequences (including repetition), 12
combinations were recorded with a probability between 10 and 30%. This range is close to 20%, which
would suggest random subsequent irrigation at any of the 5 irrigation locales. Interestingly, and despite
this high plasticity of sequential irrigation locales, the average interval between irrigation bouts at the
same locale was very consistent among the frequently explored Locales 1, 3, 4 and 5, with a return time
to the same locale of <30 min in 80% of all cases.
The activity in different parts of the burrow caused distinct oxygen dynamics along the burrow (Fig.
S2). For example, pleopod beating in Locale 1 resulted in the oxygenation of shallow parts (see
pressure waves at ch5 and the corresponding O2 dynamics in Area 1). From there oxygen was brought
deeper down by ventilating at deeper locales (see pressure waves detected on Sensors 6 and 7, but not
on Sensor 5, and the related oxygen dynamics in Areas 2 and 3 in the interval 450 to 600 min). This
suggests that the geochemical conditions within the complex burrow structure vary asynchronously.
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Fig. S2. Left panels: porewater pressure dynamics and the corresponding sizes of oxygenated sediment (solid lines) and
average oxygen concentrations (dotted lines) measured around burrow chambers of Neotrypaea californiensis.
Measurements were done in the sediment from a typical shrimp habitat. Vertical gradient of porewater pressure dynamics
and corresponding sizes of the oxygenated areas (solid lines) and oxygen concentrations (dotted lines) around burrow
chambers of N. californiensis (Individual MS3; permeability k = 10–11 m2). The records of the pressure sensors closest to the
hot-spots of oxygen dynamics are displayed above the respective oxygen graphs. Graph in the lowest panel shows the
sequence of locales visited by the shrimp (dashed line) and the intervals of irrigation by pleopod beating (bold red bars),
derived from the time-lapse imagery and the porewater pressure records, respectively. Upper right panel: positions of the
pressure sensors (ch5: 15 cm, ch6: 25 cm, ch7: 35 cm deep) and irrigation locales (1 to 5) are indicated in the shrimp tank
photograph. Lower right panel: the locations of the 3 analyzed oxygenated areas are shown in the example O2 image
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(c) In situ porewater pressure dynamics in a dense bed of Neotrypaea californiensis
Porewater pressure measurements were done in a densely populated bed of N. californiensis (>150 ind.
m–2; DeWitt unpubl. data) in a muddy sand sediment (k ≈ 10–10 m2) in Yaquina Bay, Oregon, USA.
Eight differential porewater pressure sensors embedded in plastic pipes (inner diameter: 12 mm) were
randomly distributed over an area of several square meters, measuring porewater pressures at depths of
10 to 15 cm. Data were recorded at 10 Hz using an autonomous data logger (for details see Wethey &
Woodin 2005, Wethey et al. 2008, 'Materials and methods', present paper).
In situ porewater measurements showed the same behavior-specific pressure waveforms as those
recorded in the laboratory shrimp tanks: large negative pulses, known from laboratory observations to
be associated with sediment blow-outs, and positive as well as negative pressure plateaus with and
without large-magnitude oscillations, known from laboratory observations to be associated with burrow
irrigation, feeding, and burrow maintenance (compare Figs. S3 & 3). The duration of irrigation
intervals was 2.4 ± 2.1 min (n = 326), with 90% of the irrigation bouts shorter than 5 min. These values
are very similar to those obtained for this sediment type in the laboratory measurements (see Table 2).
The in situ porewater pressure dynamics were likely the product of activities of several individuals.
Intervals between subsequent irrigation bouts could not be estimated because it was not possible to
discriminate whether the observed pressure plateaus of different magnitudes were induced by the same
shrimp individual irrigating at different locales or by several different individuals.
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Fig. S3. Two-hundred minute long examples of porewater pressure dynamics obtained during a 2 d field deployment of
porewater pressure sensors in a dense thalassinid bed. The specific types of shrimp activity shown in the different panels
(see captions) were interpreted based on the synchronized laboratory-based measurements of porewater pressure and timelapse imagery. Note that the pressure dynamics are likely the product of activities of several individuals with unknown
proximity to the sensor
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